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TOYOTA  B.C. GUARDIAN DROID - “WOLF SPIDER” 

  Manufactured by Toyota in Yokohama, Nihon, the business 
class “Wolf Spider” guardian droid is a whole security squad in 
one. Entirely self-sufficient and automated to refuel and 
recharge as necessary, the Toyota Guardian follows a 
predefined perimeter and grounds schematic via upgradeable 
AI and remote integrated instructions. Simple voice commands 
are sufficient to check the current status, or to redeploy to 
another area.  
  Running on a Synergy™ Toyota hybrid engine, the Wolf 
Spider requires no additional maintenance or upkeep. Ground 
speeds in excess of 108 kph have been recorded, with the 
added bonus of magnetic feet for vertical traversals. Standard 
packages come with a modular Vulcan Minigun with 
350(upgradeable to 1100 via ammunition bay attachments!) 
rounds. Tracking and target acquisition is improved since the 
G-190 Biped series, and standard radar and full sensor arrays 
are included.  
  Tired of the dogs waking the neighbors? Then get the Toyota 
Wolf Spider™ and you can even leave the doors unlocked.  
 
Handling Speed B/A Sig APilot Store Power Cost Economy 

4/6 50/110 4/12 5 3 10 CF 30 PFs 35k¥ 10km /PF 
 
* Operational duration is only limited by available petroleum and battery life (PF). Standard 
packages come with ECM and ECCM systems with 1.75 km radar coverage. For true automated 
performance, the wolf spider requires a docking bay with recharging pod.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 

>>>>>[I once saw one of these 
things take on a whole short-
squad of Steel Lynx. When it ran 
out of ammo, it beat the last Lynx 
into scrap with one of its own 
legs. ]<<<<< 
- Isamu Daison <20:51:32 - 8/3/53>
 
>>>>>[Right, like some 
programmer would take the time 
to teach it how to do that. Wake 
up, you were watching tri-vids 
again. ]<<<<< 
- Salvo <21:34:33 - 8/3/53> 
 
>>>>>[What I was getting at was 
that it didn’t need to be taught, it 
improvised…]<<<<< 
- Isamu Daison <22:11:23 - 8/3/53> 
 


